
A Scarl3 }Vlistake 
)'vtegan (jraff, grade 7, Luverne Middle School 

9 t was a wonderful spring day outside, the 
sun shining and life going well. Our old orange 
car pulled into the cement driveway and came to a 
sputtering stop. The clean outside air filled our stuffy 
car, and I couldn't wait to get out. I was itching to 
play ball or scavenge in the fresh mud. I squirmed 
my small body and maneuvered out of my seat belt. 

I was feeling helpful. At the age of 5, with a 3 
year old brother, I craved to be useful, so I popped 
open Michael's car seat. He slid his body down 
the cushion, his plump belly helping him to glide 
down slowly. I put down the car seat lid, but a 
little too quickly. It came down fast and hard and 
SLAM! The small piece of metal on the end 
connected with Michael's head. 

Blood was everywhere! A sick feeling of guilt crept 
into me. What had I done? My senses came back, and 
I yelled for my mom. She and my dad came running. 
In a whirl we were off to the doctor's office. Dad 
was shouting to Mom, "Hold his head! Hold his 
head!" as he frantically avoided cars. Meanwhile, I 
was bawling. I knew I had made a big mistake. I 
was numb from the fear that my little brother would 
never be "fine" again. I couldn't stop the tears, and 
I uttered my apology between sobs. 

My parents rushed helpless Michael into the 
clinic, while tears streamed down my mother's 
stricken face. Immediately we were assigned a 
room, and my parents and a doctor hovered over 
Michael. Peeking in from behind the doorway, I 
watched and turned away every once in a while 
as Michael's head got stapled back together. 

When Michael was cleaned up and ready, we 
drove home. On the way back, things were much 
calmer, and I said how sorry I was again. My 
parents soothed me saying they knew it was an 
accident, and I was just trying to help. This made 
me feel much better. When we finally pulled into 
the driveway, I knew everything would be okay. 

When we got home Mike and I set right to 
playing, first thing, though I got scolded more than 
once for playing too roughly. Even though I had 
terribly hurt my brother, he turned out fine, and so 
did I. What I learned after that was that my family 
would love me no matter what mistakes I made! 
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What 9s ;right? 

Fright is a crow 
And tigerlilies 
And a black sky 
As the tornado swirls by. 
A scream 
A scary dream 
A prowling team 
Hailstones and 
Halibut bones 
And listening to people's moans. 
The most scariest sight is fright. 
And a ghost is fright 
Gliding around on Halloween night. 
Fright is hot peppers 
And coffee that is pitch black 
And a gravestone that says 
"We will be back." 
Fright is the sound 
Of squealing tires 
Fright is the crack 
Of lightning's fires. 
You can smell fright 
In someone's face 
Toward the end of October 
Left without a trace. 
Fright is the scariest part of your 

dreams 
But when you wake, 
it's not always as bad as it seems. 

Nicole Sch a.nus, grade 8 

New Prague Middle School 
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9nterpretation or 9ntent? 
(trie!le Lvtsktj, grade 11, Edina High School 

"W hen a poem is just a bunch of words on a 
page," he said, "that don't have any meaning ... 
Well, I think that's soft of fake. If you're going to 
write something, it should have an intended 
meaning. Otherwise, what's the point?" I am sit
ting in lit class, in the middle of a tangential dis
cussion about the interpretation of poetry. In front 
of me sits a photocopy of an excerpt of "Song of 
Myself," from Walt Whitman's classic, Leaves of 
Grass. In the last half-hour our class has picked 
the stanzas to shreds-analyzing and interpreting, 
hypothesizing and asserting, throwing out opin
ions and conjectures. What does this mean? Why 
does he use this word here? Why the indent, the capi
talization, the punctuation? Everyone has an opin
ion to voice. 

But it doesn't stop there. There are opinions 
about opinions. One of most rarely asked ques
tions (due to fear, perhaps, or maybe embarrass
ment) comes up: Why the heck are we doing this? 
And so the tangent begins. A loud, assertive stu
dent raises his hand. "Maybe this poem doesn't 
mean anything. Maybe there's no need to ana
lyze it. How do we know it even has meaning?" I 
smile. I wonder how my English teacher will field 
that question, but soon I see she doesn't have to. 
A flurry of impatient students raise their hands, 
eager to offer a counterpoint and defend good old 
Whitman, the way they see him. 

I admit, I was excited for this unit. All year in 
English class we had been studying plays and 
novels. Don't get me wrong--! love these things. 
But my interest in poetry has blossomed over the 
years, and I had yet to find the art form discussed 
once in the four walls of this high school, or my 
middle school. Everything I had done in language 
arts up until then had revolved around research 
papers, grammar, sentence structure, and book 
analysis ... the typical English curriculum. To 
supplement the lack of poetry analysis in school, 
or even just the lack of poetry, I turned to friends 
and bookstores. These were fine alternatives, per
haps even better than what I will get out of these 
English class discussions, but at that moment I was 
elated: I finally had the opportunity to discuss some-

thing I felt strongly about in an academic setting. 
I had had the discussion my class was embark

ing on before. What does the poet mean? What is she 
trying to say to us? Does that even matter? This con
flict between the poet's intent and interpretation 
first sparked in my mind when I was about thir
teen, reading Frost with my sister. I fell in love 
with "Birches," which still remains one of my 
favorite poems, while she obsessed over "The 
Road Not Taken." I read it and told her I thought 
it was about making choices in life. She shook 
her head. "But Becca," I said, '" And that has made 
all the difference.' C'mon, that's got to have some
thing to do with choices." She shook her head 
again. "I read about it," she said haughtily. "Frost 
says it's just about two paths in a wood." 

In class that day another one of Frost 's famous 
poems, "Stopping by Woods on a Snowy 
Evening," came up. My English teacher told us 
that Frost conveyed similar sentiments about the 
poem's meaning, claiming it had none. She said 
she disagreed-there was lots of symbolism and 
meaning in the poem. 

Frost's statements haven't stopped language 
arts teachers across the country from analyzing 
his poems, and they shouldn't either. Analysis and 
interpretation are important tools for reading a 
poem, whether the poem was intended to have a 
certain meaning or not. 

To begin with, how are we supposed to know 
the intended meaning of a poem? Many students 
in my class thought this obvious: ask the poet! But 
some poets are reclusive, some are deceptive, and 
others are, well, dead. I concur with my English 
teacher on Frost; to me, there is more meaning to 
"The Road Not Taken" and "Stopping by Woods 
on a Snowy Evening" than just paths and snow. 
In fact, I think Frost knows this, too. But it's not 
important, even if he doesn't think there is any
thing more to those poems. I should be able to 
make my own interpretation of those poems. 

Throughout history, the general consensus on 
the purpose of poetry seems to be to have mean
ing. But why just the meaning intended by the 
author? What a boring class discussion that would 
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produce! The reason why it got so lively, so off
track, so controversial that day in lit class is be
cause none of us knew exactly what Whitman 
intended in his words. None of us could crawl 
into his head and figure out his thoughts on the 
matter. But did that stop us from postulating? Cer
tainly not! Only classes like mathematics have 
definitive rules-formulas, theorems, algorithms
-to figure things out. The beauty of poetry (and 
literature) is that there are no constraints, no right 
or wrong answers. When we limit ourselves to 
·one definition, one meaning--a single interpreta
tion!-we lose the creativity and breadth in our 
discussions and ideas. 

Anyway, in this day and age, poetry has 
become increasingly cryptic. Now, this isn't a bad 
thing-some of my favorite poems seem mean
ingless upon first glance--but it doesn't lend 
itself to direct, concrete meaning. It lends itself 
instead to open interpretation. Ironically, in my 
backpack during the lit discussion lay a book of 
poems by Frank O'Hara, which I had just started 
reading. O'Hara is one of my favorite poets, but 
I'll be the first to admit that I sometimes have no 
idea what the intent of his poems is. But no mat
ter! This is the age of deconstructionism, and when 
I read his poetry, I know I interpret it differently 
than other people do. 

Intersubjectivity is the best that a writer can 
hope for. By that I mean that the most amount 
people see the same image, experience the same 
feelings, or have the same thoughts when they 
read a poem. The best poets, I think, have a high 
rate of success with that. My English teacher 
remarked once that it was astonishing how, year 
after year, students would draw the same conclu
sions from The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, from 
Black Boy. Well, maybe that's just because Twain 
and Wright are great authors, and they use 
language adroitly enough to paint intricate, 
consistent pictures in readers' minds. 

While I agree that analysis can be overdone 
and interpretation skewed, it doesn't mean we 
should reject them as valid tools for discussion and 
thought. Anyway, isn't that opinion in itself 
another interpretation-that of poetry analysis? 
In a world of no objectivity, and no certainty, the 
least we can hope for is some meaning in a few 
lines of words. Whether that meaning is "correct" 
should be the least of our worries. 
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What is White? 

White is the wings of a moth, 
a new bar of soap, 
a slice of swiss cheese, 
an angel of hope. 
White is a spider web, 
the moon at dusk, 
white is a daisy, 
and an elephant tusk. 
White is quiet, 
white is alone, 
white is the color of a dog's bone. 
It's a sky full of snowflakes, 
the moon on the lake, 
and an enormous vanilla birthday cake. 
It's a cloud at noon 
popcorn popping, 
a gorgeous dove, 
and the Easter bunny hopping. 
White is lace, 
A pale face, 
And a paper that is blank with lots of 
space. 
It's the music of the opera, 
a new wedding dress, 
and a spilt milk mess. 
White are ship sails, 
And kites long tails. 
And in the summer when the 
Wind is blowing, 
White is the smell of clean wash 
Flowing. 

Erin Hammes, grades 

New Prague Middle School 

}vl}\] English ']oumal - Spring 2004 

Writing~ Villane/le 

I push so hard but words refuse to flow. 
A clenching vise strangles my flattened brain. 
I can only relax by letting go. 

I lost my self-composure hours ago; 
My mind is growing weak with endless strain. 
I push so hard but words refuse to flow. 

To every new idea, I say no. 
My hand is bound with some unyielding chain. 
I can only relax by letting go. 

I have come to a poetic plateau; 
There is a hole in my creative vein. 
I can only relax by letting go. 

How could a poem bring someone so much woe? 
If I persist I might become insane. 
I push so hard but words refuse to flow. 

Because of this endeavor I now know: 
I am the one who causes myself pain. 
I push so hard but words refuse to flow. 
I can only relax by letting go. 

Quinn Shadko, grade 10 

Breck School, Golden Valley 

'Through 'Iheir E0es 

Poetry ;arms 

Sestina 
The desert opens in solitude. 
The high cliff of loneliness stand inside 
The sky gazing down on the blazing sun. 
The white sun, invisible and brilliant, shines 
On a land architectonic and nude 

The mountain rocks a glitteringly nude, 
Their crevices offer dark solitude. 
The deep lava once flowed in vast rivers. 
Then washed by the grit, the wind ran inside 
Onto the caves smooth floor where no sun shines 
On darkness damper than cool ocean sand. 

There still was stillness, the cool silence of the sand. 
The seepage exposed vast and nude. 
Their obsidian, black, gold, glossy shines. 
They know the awesome void of solitude 
On which one may rough climb, lay calm inside. 
On the nothingness of sky pale rivers. 

They watch desert dust devils jump rivers, 
They value heat, the ever shifting sand. 
The caves in the mountains offer inside 
Their night the shelter of pale creatures nude 
On full moon on the new moon's solitude. 
One can reconcile anything that shines 

The lava shines, the granite hard rock shines, 
The cactus even shines and the rivers
Theaters of time lost solitude-
Their polished surfaces submit to sand 
On which they lay claim as nature quite nude 
Onlookers, unused to desert inside 

The heart or outside, try again inside, 
Theorize about everything that shines. 
The palo verde, all seek and quite nude 
Thermal in design, green as the rivers 
On their way through mountain passes and sand, 
On the hot, dry, land stands in solitude. 

The caves inside are carved by great rivers. 
The sun shines forever making sand 
On the desert nude for walled solitude. 

Luisa Cardenas, grade 12 
Broadway High School, Minneapolis 
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Seasonings 

August Skies 
Dots of silver 
Glitter the black blanket of night, 
Each one a bit different, 
Gorgeous beyond imagination. 
One leaves a trail across the sky, 
Oos and ahs arise from dark figures, 
Beauty. 

Four shapes lie, 
Stretched out on the dock, 
Heads tilted upward, 
Gazing. 

Except for the peaceful chirping of cicadas, 
And the hum of a distant motorboat, 
Silence. 

A feeling of serenity surrounds us 
Like a bear hug. 
A week together as one body, 
Sharing, 
Serving, 
Creating, 
Dreaming. 

The light snore of a silhouette drifts upward. 
Peace. 

)'v1.aria ;ink, grade 8 
St. Louis Park Junior High 

Autumn 

Taste the cool air in your throat 
November is the turning of the door handle 
The first step towards winter's 
Smoky breath 

Autumn is cold, yet ... 

Autumn is warm 
Warmed by the fire 
Warmed by a mother's soft hug 
Warmed by a cup of hot cocoa 
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Steven )Vlundah!, grade 12 
Osseo Area Learning Ceenter 

9Am Winter 

I am winter, that stone cold killer . . 
Dropping white crystals like heat-seeking nussiles 
I'm that numbing chill that you've always hated 
Freezing your fingers and toes, which must be 

amputated 

I am winter, my winds howl strong an loud 
You don't even have to smoke to blow out an 

enormous cloud 
Never showing any mercy, I'll watch you hide inside 
Make you come out ten minutes early to warm 

up your ride 

I am winter, the reason it's constantly snowi~g 
Keeping you busy shoveling and snowblowmg 
The ground is thawing; I can't stay 
Now I wait in fear of a warm sunny day 

Spring Haiku 

c_Jason ~usse!!, grade 12 
Osseo Area Learning Center 

The breeze passing by 
Leaves dancing across the sky 

Time is standing still 

c_Jessica Cooper, grade 11 
Osseo Learning Center 

Watching Clouds Above 
One Thing Into Another 

Makes Familiar Shapes 

Sam C. Pattin, grade 12 
Osseo Learning Center 

A soft, gentle breeze 
Chilling air around my skin 

A change of direction 

Van 'Thong [ao, grade 12 
Osseo Learning Center 

MN English Cjoumal - Spring 200ti 

t3ack0arc;f Warrior 

Part One.: Humility 
Stealthily positioned between my white garage and 
blooming lilac bushes 
I waited, 
keeping a blaze-orange water balloon in my hand; 
prepared to defend myself. 

I was ready, I was alert, I would have made Xena proud! 
Then, 
I felt a cold splash on my back. 

"SPLAT! SPLAT! SPLAT!" 

I looked up to see a rainbow-colored blizzard of balloons 
plummeting towards my head. 

"AHHHH!" 
An attack from behind? 
How ruthless! How cheap! 
What an unfortunate fate for the only girl in the neighborhood. 

Overpowered by the army of testosterone, 
I did the thing that any noble warrior would do-
threw my hands and ammunition into the air and took off. 

The herd gave chase, forcing me to run 
in "Family Circus" patterns around the block, 
jumping hedges and leaping over rocks until my front 
door was in sight. 

Sanctuary! I yelled as I collapsed in my entryway. 

Part Two: Victory 

"Ha! Ha! Ha!" 
I could hear the boys celebrating in my front yard. 

Soaked and plastered with colorful, rubber shrapnel, 
I crawled to the kitchen to plan my revenge; 

Two empty bread bags filled with cold water 
sealed with hair ties. 

I may have lost the battle, but the war would be mine! 

Silently, I slipped out the back door and 
crept around the south side of the house. 

I peeked around the corner to target my victim. 
The tall one-yes, he was their tribal leader. 
If I could take him down, the rest would surrender. 

I charged straight at him like a madwoman, 
swinging my bread bags like numchuks. 
He was petrified. 

"Whoo-ha-ha-ha!" 
I chuckled as I cracked the bags on his skull with precise blows. 

He waved his arms for mercy, 
drenched and lying in a fetal position in the fresh mud. 

That's right, 
I got the last laugh. 

~ndrea Stenson, grade 12 
Lincoln High School, Thief River Falls 

'Ihrough 'Iheir E0es 

~ 
Cje//-O Cjigg/ers 

I remember 
cutting the alphabet 
from sheets of green Jell-0 
whenlwas4 
to spell 
dog, 
mom, 
apple. 

Now 
I fight to piece 
the letters together 
to form my life: 
faith, 
fear, 
and love-
a more difficult task. 

I need my words 
to hold themselves, 
to hold my meanings, 
but they constantly betray me. 
The cutout symbols 
do what they are told
They jiggle, 
not grand enough for 
faith or fear or love. 

Kate Levinson, grade 12 
Lincoln High School, Thief River Falls 

The 'Things you Can ;ind /Ander the Couch 

When people tend to repeatedly slouch 
Their things fall into the cracks of the couch. 
When I look under there I find I can see 
Things that will soon belong to me. 

I like to reach my hand under there 
Past the dirt and tangled hair. 
Those gross textures I can bear 
Because I know I'll get what's under there. 

Hey, look! A quarter! Hey, look! A dime! 
Getting these things are worth my time. 
Wow! I found the TV remote! 
Over this I can surely gloat. 

So if your family tends to slouch at night, 
You can get their things without a fight. 
Wait until morning when it's light 
You'll find treasures that prove me right. 

Eric Peterson, grades 
Becker Middle School 
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Poems from a model 

Ode to a Stalk of Corn 
The stalk of corn 
Stands tall and mighty 
Towering above all 
In straight rows 
Going on 
Till the end of the Earth. 
With each little kernel 
Nestled amongst its brothers 

and sisters 
In a cradle of green. 
A light breeze 
A rustle 
Of tassels and silks. 
A sea of yellows 
Greens 
And browns 
Swaying 
Dancing 
Waving to the skies 
A bright blue 
A breeze 
A chirp 
The ears turn 
And listen 
A rustle 
A scampering 
The ears turn 
And listen 
To the melody of nature 
Engulfing the world 

A boom 
A bang 

with her sweet sound. 

A puff of smoke 
Comes out a monster 
Destroying all the beauty in its wake. 
Its armor glinting in the sunlight 
Towering higher than any stalk. 
The monster slowly approaches 
Causing the once mighty stalks 
To fall ot the ground 
Kissing the dirt. 
The corn is brought into the kitchen 
Now a dwarf 
And is stripped of its husk 
And drowned in a boiling pot. 
To be smothered in rich creamy butter 
And sprinkled with 
glistening crystals of salt. 

J3rea1111e }vlordorski, grade 7 
Century Junior High, Forest Lake 

10 

These two poems were written using Pablo Neruda's "Ode to an 
Artichoke as a model. This poem, as well as odes to other foods such as 
chestnuts, lemons, and salt can be found in Neruda's Elementary Odes 

excerpt from "Ode to an lktichoke" by Pablo Neruda 

The soft-hearted 
artichoke 
put on armor, 
stood at attention, raised 
a small turret 
and kept itself watertight 
under 
its scales ... 
equipped like a soldier, 
burnished 
like a grenade ... 

And one day, 
packed with others, 
in big willow 
baskets, it marched 
through the market 
to act out its dream
the militia. 
It was never as martial 
in rows 
as at the fair ... 

Ode to an Onion 

The Onion stands 
Mysterious 
While others less complex 
Lie in the shade 
Wondering 
Wondering what could be 
Beneath those layers 
Those layers 
So bitter 
Yet so sweet 

The Onion stands 
At peace 
Knowing that 
all the speculation 
In all the world 
Would not pierce 
to his heart 
Indeed 
Many have tried 
Many have failed 
But only one knows 
The Onion 

The Onion 
At peace 
Is harvested 
And is brought 
in a royal basket 
To the kitchen 
While the Chef 
Prepares to take a life 
The life 
Of an Onion 
Slowly, carefully 
He cuts 
The Onion 
And teary-eyed places it 
In the soup 

The Onion 
Knew that 
while the first layers 
Of his noble self 
Could be peeled away easily 
His heart 
Would always remain 
A secret. 

Sarah Jv1.itchell, grade 7 
Century Junior High, Forest Lake 
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